
:i. call then these classes of utterance, classified according to
their illocutionary force, by the following more-or-less
rebarbative names:

(I) Verdictives.
(2) Exercitives.
(3) Commissives.
(4) Behabitives (a shocker this).
(5) Expositives.

We shall take them in order, but first I will give a rough
idea of each.

The first, verdictives, are typified by the giving of
a verdict, as the name implies, by a jury, arbitrator, or
umpire. But they need not be final; they may be, for
example, an estimate, reckoning, or appraisal. It is essen
tially giving a finding as to something-fact, or value
which is for different reasons hard to be certain about.

The second, exercitives, are the exercising of powers,
rights, or influence. Examples are appointing, voting,
ordering, .urging, advising, warning, ,&c.

The third, commissives, are typified by promising
or otherwise undertaking; they con!zmit 'you to doing
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something, but include also declarations or announce
ments ofintention, which are not promises, and also rather
vague things which we may call espousals, as for example;
siding with. They have obvious connexions with verdic
tives and exercitives.

The fourth, behabitives, are a very miscellaneous
group, and have to do with attitudes and social behaviour.
Examples are apologizing, congratulating, commending,
condoling, cursing, and challenging.

The fifth, expositives, are difficult to define. They
make plain how our utterances fit into the course of an
argument or conversation, how we are using words, or,
in general, are expository. Examples are 'I reply', 'I
argue', 'I concede', 'I illustrate', 'I assume', 'I postu
late'. We should be clear from the start that there are
still wide possibilities of marginal or awkward cases, or
of overlaps.



Further examples are found in appraisals or assessments
of character, such as 'I should call him industrious'.

Verdictives consist in the delivering of a finding,
official or unofficial, upon evidence or reasons as to value
or fact, so far as these are distinguishable. A verdictive
is a judicial act as distinct from legislative or executive
acts, which are both exercitives. But some judicial acts,
in the wider sense that they are done by judges instead
of for example, juries, really are exercitive. Verdictives
have obvious connexions with truth and falsity as re
gards soundness and unsoundness or fairness and unfair
ness. That the content of a verdict is true or false is
shown, for example, in a dispute over an umpire's call
in~ 'Out', 'Three strikes', or 'Four balls'.
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Comparison with exercitives

As official acts, a judge's ruling makes law; a jury's
finding makes a convicted felon; an umpire's giving the
batsman out, or calling a fault or a no-ball, makes the
batsman out, the service a fault, or the ball a no-ball.
It is done in virtue of an official position: but it still
purports to be correct or incorrect, right or wrong,
justifiable or unjustifiable on the evidence. It is not made
as a decision in favour or against. The judicial act is, if
you like, executive, but we must distinguish the executive
utterance, 'You shall have it', from the verdict, 'It is
yours', and must similarly distinguish the assessing from
the awarding of damages.

Comparison with commissives

Verdictives have an effect, in the law, on ourselves and
On others. The giving of a verdict or an estimate does,
for example, commit us to, certain future conduct, in the
Sense that any speech-act does and perhaps more so, at
least to consistency, and maybe we know to what it will
commit us. Thus to give a certain verdict will commit
us or, as we say, commits us, to awarding damages.
Also, by an interpretation of the facts we may commit
ourselves to a certain verdict or estimate. To give a ver
dict may very well be to espouse also; it may commit us
to standing up for someone, defending him, &c.

Comparison with behabitives
To congratulate may imply a verdict about value or
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calculate
locate
measure
take it
rate
describe
analyse

find (as a matter of
fact)

understand

rule
estimate
date
make it
rank
value
diagnose

Interpret as

convict

hold (as a matter
of law)

read it as
reckon
place
put it at
grade
assess
characterize

Examples are:

acquit

15 2
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·character. Again, in one sense of 'blame' which is equi
valent to 'hold responsible', to blame is a verdictive, but
in another sense it is to adopt an attitude towards a
person and is thus a behabitive.

Comparison with expositives

When I say 'I interpret', 'I analyse', 'I describe',
'I characterize', this, in a way, is to give a verdict, but
is essentially connected with verbal matters and clarifying
our exposition. 'I call you out' must be distinguished
from 'I call that "out'''; the first is a verdict given the
use of words, like' I should describe that as cowardly';
the second is a verdict about the use of words, as 'I
should describe that as "cowardly'''.

2. EXERClTlVES

An exercitive is the giving of a decision in favour of or
against a certain course of action, or advocacy of it. It is
a decision that something is to be so, as distinct from a
judgement that it is so: it is advocacy that it should be
so, as opposed to an estimate that it is so; it is an award
as opposed to an assessment; it is a sentence as opposed
to a verdict. Arbitrators and judges make usc of exerci
tives as well as issuing verdictives. Its consequences may
be that others are 'compelled' or 'allowed' or 'not
allowed' to do certain acts.

It is a very wide class; examples are:

appoint degrade demote
dismiss excommunicate name ~
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order command direct
sentence fine grant
levy vote for nominate
choose claim give
bequeath pardon' resign
warn advise plead
pray entreat beg
urge press recommend
proclaim announce quash
countermand annul repeal
enact reprieve veto
dedicate declare closed declare open

Comparison with verdictives

'I hold', 'I interpret', and the like, may, if official,
be exercitive acts. Furthermore, 'I award' and 'I ab
solve' are exercitives, which will be based on verdicts.

Comparison with commissives

Many exercitives such as permit, authorize, depute,
offer, concede, give, sanction, stake, and consent do in fact
commit one to a course of action. If I say' I declare war'
or 'I disown', the whole purpose of my act is to commit
me personally to a certain course of action. The con
nexion between an exercitive and committing oneself is
as close as that between meaning and implication. It is
obvious that appointing and naming do commit us, but
we would rather say that they confer powers, rights,
names, &c., or change or eliminate them.
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shall contemplate
engage swear
pledge myself bet
agree consent
declare for side with
champion embrace
oppose favour

Declarations of intention differ from undertakings, and
it might be questioned whether they should be classed
together. As we have a distinction between urging and
ordering, so we have a distinction between intending and
promising. But both are covered by the primary per
formative 'shall'; thus we have the locutions 'shall
probably', 'shall do my best to', 'shall very likely', and
'promise that I shall probably'.

There is also a slide towards 'descriptives'. At the
one extreme I may just state that I have an intention, but
I may also declare or express or announce my intention
or determination. 'I declare my intention' undoubtedly
does commit me; and to say 'I intend' is generally to

declare or announce. The same thing happens with
espousals, as, for example, in 'I dedicate my life to .. .'.
In the case of commissives like 'favour', 'oppose', 'adopt
the view', 'take the view', and 'embrace', you cannot
state that you favour, oppose, &c., generally, without
announcing that you do so. To say' I favour X' may,
according to context, be to vote for X, to espouse X, or
to applaud X.

propose to
envisage
guarantee
vow
dedicate myself to
adopt
espouse

promise covenant contract
undertake bind myself give my word
am determined to intend declare my

intention
mean to plan purpose

3. COMMISSIVES

The whole point of a commissive is to commit the
speaker to a certain course of action. Examples are:
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Comparison with behabitives

Such exercitives as 'I challenge', 'I protest', 'I
approve', are closely connected with behabitives. Chal
lenging, protesting, approving, commending, and recom
mending, may be the taking up of an attitude or the
performing of an act.

Comparison with expositives

Such exercitives as 'I withdraw', 'I demur', and 'I
object', in the context of argument or conversation, have
much the same force as expositives.

Typical contexts in which exercitives are used are in:

(I) filling offices and appointments, candidatures, elec
tions, admissions, resignations, dismissals, and
applications,

(2) advice, exhortation, and petition,
(3) enablements, orders, sentences, and annulments,
(4) the conduct of meetings and business,
(5) rights, claims, accusations, &c.

I t .......~£i;"..",,,';':.
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Comparison with verdictives

Verdictives commit us to actions in two ways:

(a) to those necessary for consistency with and sup
port of our verdict,

(b) to those that may be, or may be involved in, the
consequences of a verdict.

Comparison with exercitives

Exercitives commit us to the consequences of an act,
for example of naming. In the special case of permissives
we might ask whether they should be classified as exerci
tives or as commissives.

Comparison with behabitives

Reactions such as resenting, applauding, and com
mending do involve espousing and committing ourselves
in the way that advice and choice do. But behabitives
commit us to like conduct, by implication, and not to
that actual conduct. Thus if I blame, I adopt an attitude
to someone else's past conduct, but can commit myself
only to avoiding like conduct.

Comparison with expositives

Swearing, promising, and guaranteeing that something
is the case work like expositives. Calling, defining,
analysing, and assuming form one group, and support
ing, agreeing, disagreeing, maintaining, and defending
form another group of illocutions which seem to be both
expositive and commissive.

4. BEHABITIVES

Behabitives include the notion of reaction to other
people's behaviour and fortunes and of attitudes and
expressions of attitudes to someone else's past conduct or
imminent conduct. There are obvious connexions with
both stating or describing what our feelings are and
expressing, in the sense of venting our feelings, though
behabitives are distinct from both of these.

Examples are:

1. For apologies we have 'apologize'.
2. For thanks we have 'thank'.
3· For sympathy we have 'deplore', 'commiserate',

'compliment' J 'condole') 'congratulate', 'felicitate',
'sympathize'.

4· For attitudes we have 'resent', 'don't mind', 'pay
tribute', 'criticize" 'grumble about" 'complain of',
'applaud' J 'overlook') 'commend', 'deprecate') and
the non-exercitive uses of 'blame', 'approve', and
'favour'.

$. For greetings we have 'welcome', 'bid you fare
well'.

6. For wishes we have 'bless', 'curse', 'toast', 'drink
to', and 'wish' (in its strict performative use).

7· For challenges we have 'dare', 'defy', 'protest',
'challenge' .

In the field of behabitives, besides the usual liability to
infelicities, there is a special scope for insincerity.



There are obvious cannexions with commissives, for
to commend or to support is both to react to behaviour
and to commit oneself to a line of conduct. There is also
J close connexion with exercitives, for to approve may
be an exercise of authority or a reaction to behaviour.
Other border line examples arc 'recommend" 'ovcrlook\
'protest', 'entreat', and 'challenge',

5. EXPOSITIVES

Expositives are used in acts of exposition involving
the expounding of views, the conducting of arguments,
and the clarifying of usages and of references. We have
said repeatedly that we may dispute as to whether these
are not verdictive, exercitive, behabitivc, or commissive
acts as well; we may also dispute whether they are not
straight descriptions of our feelings, practice, &c., espe
cially sometimes over matters of suiting the action to the
words, as when I say 'I turn next to', 'I quote', 'I cite',
'I recapitulate', 'I repeat that', 'I mention that'.

Examples which may well be taken as verdictive are:
'analyse') 'class', 'interpret', which involve exercise of
judgment. Examples which may well be taken as exer
citive are: 'concede', 'urge" 'argue" 'insist', which
involve exertion of influence or exercise of powers.
Examples which may well be taken as commissive are:
'define', 'agree" 'accept') 'maintain', 'support" 'testify')
'swear', which involve assuming an obligation. Examples
which may well be taken as behabitive are: 'demur',

I Austin's layout and numbering is retained here. The general signi
ficance of the grouping is obvious but there is no definite key to it in the
extant papers. The queries are Austin's. ]. O. U.
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report
swear
conjecture
?doubt
?know
?believe
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2. remark 5· accept
mention concede
?interpose withdraw

inform agree
3· demur toapprise

object totell
adhere toanswer
recognizerejoin
repudiate3a. ask

sa. correct
testify reVIse4·

Here then is a list of expositives: I

I. affirm
deny
state
describe
class
identify

'boggle at', which involve adopting an attitude or express
ing a feeling.

For good value, I shall give you some lists to indicate
the extent of the field. Most central are such examples
as 'state\ 'affirm" 'deny" 'emphasize', 'illustrate"
'answer'. An enormous number, such as 'question"
'ask', 'deny', &c., seem naturally to refer to conversa
tional interchange: but this is no longer necessarily so,
and all, of course, have reference to the communicational
situation.
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6. postulate analyse

deduce define
argue 7b. illustrate
neglect explain
?emphasize formulate

7c. mean
7· begin by refer

turn to call
conclude by understand

7a. interpret regard as
distinguish

To sum up, we may say that the verdictive is an
exercise of judgment, the exercitive is an assertion of
influence or exercising of power, the commissive is an
assuming of an obligation or declaring of an intention,
the behabitive is the adopting of an attitude, and the
expositive is the clarifying of reasons, arguments, and
communications.

I have as usual failed to leave enough time in w ·ch to
say w what I have said is interesting. Just e example
then.· Ph sophers have long been inte ed in the word
'good' and, ite recently, have gun to take the line
of considering w we use· , what we use it to do. It
has been suggeste D example, that we use it for
expressing approv ,0 ommending, or for grading. But
we shall not really cl about this word 'good' and
what we se it to do until, I ally, we have a complete
list those illocutionary acts which commending,

ading, &c., are isolated specimens ntil we know how
many such acts there are and what are tn . relationships
and inter-connexions. Here, then, is an inst ce of one


